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HISTORY
Pineville was established somewhere between 1710 and 1730 and is established around the Red 
River. Pineville was at  first French in the 17th century until the treaty of Paris in 1763. The 
Spanish took over Pineville in 1763 and the “White men” (or English) came to settle forcing the 
Indians to retreat from the East Mississippi River. Then Napoleon Bonaparte forced Spain to 
give The Louisiana Territory back to France. Jefferson then bought the Territory and changed it  
to the Louisiana Purchase in 1812 for fear of another French Revolution. Pineville got its name 
from the beautiful pine trees growing and overlooking the beautiful Red River. People preferred 
Pineville over Alexandria because of the higher elevation and the healthier climate. LSU was 
started in Pineville where the VA hospital now stands. It was started as a military and seminary 
school by Gervas Baillio, who was on the first board of the school. The school was eventually 
moved to where the school is now in Baton Rouge and multiplied. 

EXPERIENCES 

Owners have been experiencing noises, such as talking and humming coming from the upstairs 
area of the home. There is no one that goes up there except to go to the restroom. Owner also 
states that while he is there by himself, he will talk to a woman that is humming and has seen  
things move. There has also been knocking on walls and floors and even went so far as to jump 
on the top floor and move the chandelier on the bottom floor ceiling. There have been reports 
about hangers moving in the upstairs closets. The lady of the house hates going upstairs and is 
afraid  of  a  room that  a  previous  person  lived  in  and  keeps  the  door  shut.  They were  also 
recording on there own and said that the recorder was cut off and back on again with a 4 min gap 
or so in between the recordings and that the recorder moved also from the spot that it was placed. 
The lady also stated that she feels like she will be pushed down the stairs and she goes down 
sideways hanging on to the rails for support so as the “person” wont push her down the stairs. 
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Investigators Reports
Location: Pineville, LA

Date: 11/14/2020

Investigators: Grady, Bree, Christy, Harv

Equipment used: Digital Still Camera, UV Still Camera/Video Camera, Night Vision Video 
Camera, Deer Cameras, Digital Recorders, MEL Metter, K2s, Spirit Box, and a REM pod

We proceeded with our base line sweeps for EMF in all areas of the house. While doing the 
walkthrough we also took pictures. After the walkthrough we proceeded to set up all equipment in 
the house. We did capture several pieces of evidence in the house. And unexplained voice on the 
spirit box in one of the kid’s rooms upstairs saying, “do what”. One of our deer cams while we were 
setting up caught another unexplained voice in a different upstairs bedroom saying “yay”. We also 
captured several EVPs in the home including a “Hey” something that sounds like “Her” and a few 
unidentified words. Also captured were some very awesome orbs on our cameras. 

Attached Files
EVP’s: The three EVP and video voices describe above.
K2: No unusually activity
Video: The orbs captured described above

CONCLUSION

Louisiana Spirits has pioneered so many reportedly active locations in the state. By not simply 
going off of haunted tales, we treat any historic location as the next potential haunting. In some 
cases, we walk out empty-handed, other times we don't.

In regards to the private residence in Pineville, LA, we strongly feel activity is prevalent here and 
we believe that with the help of a follow-up investigation, we will be able to get more evidence!
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